These accounts speak to a host of topics-the techniques of Zhouyi divination, of course, but also how people balanced ritual, personal and rational considerations in their decision-making, the relationship of morality to augury, how diviners responded to political pressures imposed by their patrons, and how the Zhouyi changed and thus survived. Particularly revealing are accounts in which interpreters fought over the "correct" meaning of the Yi. These indicate the fault-lines of interpretive practice, where old ideas were breaking down and people argued over what would take their place.
By the end of the Spring and Autumn the Yi had assumed a variety of new meanings.
Several factors complicate this investigation. T o begin with, the two dozen citations of the Yi suggest general developments but are too few to support a detailed history of the text. Even among these few accounts, interpretive practices vary considerably. While I will posit a basic framework within which interpretation took place, the ways that accounts stretch these norms are often their most significant aspect. As well, our evidence consists of stories contained in the Zuozhuan, a text whose sources, author and precise date of composition are unknown. Its commitment to a moral-retributive view of history, however, is famous, and this molds the Zhouyi stories in ways that we must take into consideration.
These factors suggest that we examine three aspects of the accounts: the technical methods of Zhouyi divination, the literary nature of the Zuozhuan records, and the place of these in the larger context of Spring and Autumn history. The technical methods are primarily a matter of how the Yi hexagrams and texts were interpreted. For example, did the diviners make reference to the component trigrams? If so, what images did they associate with each? Are certain terms used only in certain periods? I will devote much of Cases 1 and 2 to this sort of question.' Second, the Zuozhuan itself O n the surface this case is a model of simplicity. Chuqiu's father predicts that the state of Lu will flourish as long as the present ducal family remains in power. (Later history bears him out on this.) Duke Huan's son also receives an auspicious, if somewhat vague, augury. Nevertheless, certain aspects of this story require examination. First I will inquire why this account might have satisfied its audience and suggest why it might not satisfy us as modern readers. Then I will raise two specifically textual questions.
What is convincing about this prognostication? T o begin with, the Duke hears what we may assume he wants to hear: "Your son will do all right." Furthermore, the child's name is You; he sits on the duke's right (you); and the diviner obtains the hexagram Dayou. All threeyou's are Karlgren's *giug.6 Thus the turtle and stalks coincide remarkably, creating a striking coherence.
A seventh-century ducal court might find this convincing, but we should be uneasy with certain aspects of the narrative. Here I
But this is a flashback of about forty years to the son's actual birth ca. 700 B.C. That is, to divine using a turtle shell or ox plasteron. Legge, 1261129; Takezoe, 4.14-15; Yang, 263-4 . Grammata Serica Recensa, MBFEA 29 (1957) #995, where all three are also said to be loans for each other.
will merely anticipate questions that will form the subject-matter of a later section, "Using the Zuozhuan Evidence." Who is the narrator of this and other accounts? How does his perspective-his needs and objectives-shape its telling? Who is his audience? Is this story preserved because its paronomastic coincidence and/or foreknowledge were so compelling? That is, how do the demands of the narrative medium affect this account?
Is this whole story a fraud? If it is, might not its fabrication paradoxically strengthen it as evidence of Zhouyi interpretation techniques in the Spring and Autumn? That is, might not forgery make it especially reliable in this regard? I suggest this because a forger can only tamper with certain details-he must incorporate enough genuine material to make his story as a whole ring true. An account of divination, it seems to me, is more likely to falsify a prognostication than the details of its interpretive method, which a forger would have every motive to describe accurately. Thus, whether the present account is real or false, it should reflect its author's best knowledge of the methods by which the Zhouyi was interpreted in the Spring and Autumn.
There are also two technical questions to address. The first is the use of the word zhi 2 in the phrase Dayou zhi Qian. From at least the Western Han, this use of zhi has been taken verbally as "to go, to change into." In that usage Dayou zhi Qian would be read as "the Dayou hexagram, which went to (changed into) the Qian hexagram [as the fifth, broken, line transformed into a solid line]." Indeed in later times the term zhigua is simply the standard way of referring to that second hexagram.
If we follow the usage that we discover in Cases 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10 of this study, however, then Dayou zhi Qian is a possessive, "Dayou's Qian. " It means "the fifth line and line statement of the Dayou hexagram." For example, in Case 3 the diviner, "meeting with Guan's Pi @=2?5, , " quotes the fourth line statement of Guan as it exists in today's Yeing. "Guan's Pi" here indicates the one line of the Guan hexagram that differentiates it from the Pi hexagram. More convincing examples occur in Case 10, where two men are discussing the several line statements of the first hexagram, Qian RE. To indicate the first line statement, one says Qian zhi Gou % 2 C G ; to indicate the second he says qi Tongren Xm A E ; the fifth, qi Dayou R k % I ;etc. This qi cannot be a contraction of the verbal usage of zhi. Thus we have conclusive evidence that in Spring and Autumn usage zhi indicated the possessive.7
But there is a further complication. In Case 3 the diviner speaks as if he had two hexagrams to interpret-both Guan and Pi. We know this because he refers us to "heaven," the primary symbolic association of the Qian trigram; that trigram is found only in the Pi hexagram. And this is true of five other cases as well, or sixty percent of all example^.^ If we assume that originally divination led to a single line ~t a t e m e n t ,~ it appears that the phrase indicating that line statement evolved into a way of identifying two hexagrams, both of which might profitably be interpreted. Eventually this practice came to obscure the original usage of zhi, which by backformation became a verb.
My second question addresses the provenance of the text quoted in stalkcasting. We should begin by distinguishing between the terms Zhouyi (The Yi of the Zhou) and Yzjing (The Yi classic, The classic of change). By the former I wish to refer exclusively to the Y i as it was in the early Zhou and Spring and Autumn periods; in this narrow definition, the Zhouyi has not existed for nearly 2500 years. Interpretive practices of the imperial period have led us to expect the presence of two items that are absent here: an interpretation of the hexagram name, and the citation of a hexagram or line statement. The gu graph 1is a picture of insects in a dish and was said to imply rotting food.'' This in itself might be good reason not to mention it to the Earl of Qin. But in fact there seems to be a more fundamental cause for its absence: nowhere in the Zuozhuan records does someone invoke a hexagram name in order to interpret Zhouyi divination. Edward Shaughnessy suggests that this is because in early Zhou the hexagram itself provided only an initial prognostication; the line statement was the source of the final prognostication.16
Here in Case 2 the diviner seems to be stopping after the first half of this procedure."
We might also expect to find the diviner quoting the hexagram text from today's YGing.18 Instead he cites a rhymed tercet of unknown origin. Where is that tercet from? In Case 1 I raised possibilities of an independent folk tradition, of the "three Yis," and of an early or corrupt recension of the Zhouyi. The great Zuozhuan commentator Du Yu suggests that because Dufu is a crackmaker, not a stalkcaster, he is merely incompetent in the latter enterprise.lg 14 Legge, 1641167; Takezoe, 5.74; Yang, 352. 15 See the discussions in Case 9 and in the Shuowen, juan 13b. Primally successful: profitable to ford the big river, Three days before the jia-day O r three days after the jia-day. There are no foxes or chariots in any of the line statements of Gu, which instead speak of attending to one's mother, father and so on.
19 See Takezoe 5.74.
I believe that none of these explanations is correct. Instead, I would maintain, Dufu is acting properly, the way a crackmaker ought: he inspects his "text"-in normal circumstances, the cracks in a turtle shell, here, the Zhouyi-and delivers his prognostication in extemporaneous rhymed verse. These verses are similar in diction to many other turtle prognostications recorded in the Zuo (see, for example, the sestet in Case 1). The present case also has much in common with another account found in Cheng 16 (Legge 3911397). All three contain texts different from, rather than merely variations of, today's Yijing. And that text is in every case a verse in mid-Zhou Chinese-as opposed to the archaism of the Zho~yi.~O I suspect that Dufu, taking his inspiration from the Gu hexagram statement "It is profitable to ford the big river" (li se dachuan), tells his lord "Ford the [Yellow] River" (se He). The "three" of his tercet's "thrice dispelled" may also come from the hexagram statement.
The account of interpretation is as complete as any we will see in the Zuo. We should distinguish two stages in the divination process. In the first a question is posed, the diviner consulted, stalkcasting performed and a prognostication obtained. (In Case 1 the story ends at this point.) Stage two begins with the patron's request for elucidation. In response Dufu explains why the prognostication is "indeed greatly auspicious," drawing on the component trigrams of the Gu hexagram and the rhymed tercet in his explanations. (Such analyses of trigrams and text are by far the two most common interpretive techniques recorded in the Zuozhuan.)
Referring to the symbolic associations of Gu's component trigrams, Dufu states: "The lower trigram of Gu is wind, its upper m o~n t a i n . "~' He then proceeds to assign the lower trigram, "wind," to Qin and the upper, "mountain," to the enemy Jin.
In two of the three the following conditions also apply: the divination verse rhymes with the hexagram name, divination is performed by a crackmaker, only one hexagram is invoked, the phrases "If this isn't defeat, what are you waiting for?" and giguayu Z9t.B("the hexagram encountered was") occur. Some of this information can be obtained in Because it is harvest time, he imagines Jin's mountain covered with crops; the wind of Qin causes their downfall. Can't we just as well imagine an interpretation whereby the enemy's "mountain" remains unshaken, even after the fiercest "winds" have exhausted themselves? Equally ambiguous is the first line of the tercet-"A thousand chariots thrice dispelled. " To whose chariots does it refer, those of Jin or those of Qin? It is necessarily the former only if we assume that one of the diviner's functions is to offer a politically correct prognostication, in this case building the morale of the Qin troops with a foreordained victory.
Finally, a point regarding the spread of competence in interpreting divination. The Earl requests his diviner to elucidate the prognostication. He seems to hold himself qualified to review Zhouyi interpretation in at least some limited fashion. One result of his request is that Dufu is forced to be explicit about his hermeneutics. Though their general outlines were perhaps already familiar to the Earl and his circle, their telling and retelling as this account somehow made its way toward incorporation in the Zuozhuan certainly ensured that they would become ever more public knowledge.
Thus we see evidence of increasing access to the Yi,as that knowledge spread from the Zhou court to feudal courts to the literate class. Broad knowledge of the Yi is of course a prerequisite to the rhetorical usage we will examine as Cases 7 through 10. It is essential, I believe, not to regard these phenomena as "flaws" in the divination process. They merely mark the boundaries between what the Zhouyi and the Registrar can and cannot tell us. After all, the Registrar has done a masterful job creating a coherent account from a large amount of information, including bits that are now invisible to us, e.g., the Marquis of Chen's peculiar predispositions. Instead of being overwhelmed by these difficulties, he seems to have made strategic use of them, phrasing his prognostication with just enough precision to satisfy the Marquis and still protect both himself and the Yi against unforeseen developments. Nowhere in this account is the implication that this prognostication is somehow "not clear enough." Marquis Li of Chen would no doubt prefer a more precise prognostication. But he seems to understand that the Zhouyi is not that sort of instrument.
The passage in the Zuo that immediately precedes this uses crackmaking to make essentially the same prediction about the state of Chen, with even greater precision of date. Thus these accounts can be used to show that the Zuo was put together sometime after 478 B . c . , when the state of Chen was extinguished. The implication is that the accounts must have been altered to conform to later historical developments. (A similar implication might be drawn from the prophecy in Case 1 regarding the eventual decline of the Dukes of Lu.) Couldn't we just as well argue that these accounts are preserved in the Zuo precisely because their accuracy in foretelling events was so uncanny? After all, if a final editing of the Zuo was done by a follower of Confucius, he would surely feel that a prediction of-the decline of Lu was worth calling to our attention: This is our first case from the late Spring and Autumn, and all its issues center around morality. To begin with, Chen Wenzi makes several appearances in the Zuo. He is in every case a model of the upright minister, offering counsel based in ethical considerations. He is often prescient as well. In one instance he predicts a rebellion (Xiang 23, Legge 498/502), in another the imminent overthrow of a ruling family (Xiang 28, Legge 5381541). Two years prior to this account he has a similar run-in with Cui Wuzi, which leads him to remark that Cui will not die of natural causes.29 In each case his prediction is based on knowledge of someone's particular moral violations. The present story combines all three roles-political advisor, moralist and seer-into a single function.
This coadunation of roles is fully consistent with the outlook of the Zuozhuan, which, as we know, presents a moral-retributive view of the world. Its accounts consistently describe the triumph of the good and downfall of the iniquitous, sometimes at the expense of historical accuracy.?O The present story of Cui Wuzi is clearly such a cautionary tale. Here Cui is the perpetrator of a host of improper (and therefore foolish) acts: incest, marrying a woman during her period of mourning, and rejecting his counsellor's sage advice. Quite naturally each of Chen Wenzi's prophecies comes true in hideous detail.?'
The vindication of Chen's prophecies seems to bolster, among other things, the institution of Zhouyi divination. Presumably attitudes like Cui's needed to be discouraged, even more in the fourth or third century B . c . , when the Zuozhuan was put together, than in the sixth. But this account is not an argument for the possibility of foreknowledge as much as for the certainty of moral retribution. Both Chen and the Zuo author, convinced of the latter, seek to warn contemporary Cuis of their destructive folly. Divination merely clarifies what must be already plain to a practitioner of applied ethics such as Chen Wenzi.
Given Cui Wuzi's approach, the Yi is totally vulnerable to subversion. His task is simple. He need not reject either Chen Wenzi's interpretive method, nor the text obtained, nor even the judgment that his intended bride is inauspicious. It is sufficient that he assume the authority to determine to whom the prognostication applies. If the prognostication matches her dead husband instead of him, then it meets his needs well enough.
Finally, we might wonder why Cui Wuzi consults the Zhouyi in the first place, since he is so easy about turning aside an unwanted prognostication. He clearly risks an inauspicious augury, unless his Registrars are wholly owned. Presumably he feels that the auspicious message he might obtain would undermine the general conviction that his marriage is improper. He may even believe that an auspicious prognostication will determine his fate for him, overruling any lack of propriety. But Cui is wrong if he thinks Chen Wenzi will go along with this sense of things. Believing in the moral-retributive nature of reality, Chen cannot separate fate from ethics. Thus the Yi, functioning within such a world, becomes a textual equivalent of Chen's own role as advisor, moralist and seer. 'pure' the trunk of all affairs. "Personifying benevolence (ren) is sufficient to make one eminent; making virtue excellent is sufficient to bring the rites together; benefiting creatures is sufficient to harmonize righteousness; being pure and firm is sufficient to be the trunk of things.
"But it cannot be an empty claim. Now, even though it is 'Sui, without fault,' I am a woman who is associated with disorder, definitely in low position. Moreover, M u Jiang (?-564 B.c.) was an intelligent, capable and strongwilled woman. She was the wife of Duke Xuan of Lu, mother of Duke Cheng and grandmother of Duke Xiang, who give their names to three books of the Chunqiu/Zuozhuan, and she outlived the first two. Earlier accounts in the Zuo indicate her education (she can quote an appropriate verse from the Shi to acknowledge a minister of state);34 her concern for her own status (she refuses to allow her husband's brother to marry his own son's mother, thereby raising a concubine to the station of full sister-in-law with Mu Jiang);35 and her independence and treachery (after her husband's death she had an affair with a rebellious officer of Lu and attempted to subvert the government of her son, Duke C h e r~g ) .~~ Because of the last she was confined to the Eastern Palace. The story I have translated as Case 5 , which begins with her death-notice, is thus a flashback to the time of her incarceration, about ten years before.37 Characteristically, Mu Jiang's reading of the Yi involves a challenge to male authority. In this instance she is successful-though had her arguments not served to condemn her own lack of virtue, they might not be so prominently displayed in the Zuo.
Heretofore Zhouyi, Compare the example in Zhao 7 (Legge 6151619), about thirty years later, where the expressionyuanheng is taken to mean "Yuan [the younger son's name] will be successful."
As Song Zuoyin points out, the case of M u Jiang is the first record we have of a Zhouyi text being read this way, graph by graph (Song, p. 63). However, the Zuo contains a multitude of similar cases in which a speaker such as M u Jiang lists several terms and provides her or his own definition of each. See, for example, Cheng 9, Legge 3691371, where someone redefines the well-known virtues de, xin, zhong and zhi. This is a common Spring and Autumn device for the interpretation the Registrar gives her. He maintains that if the Yi predicts something, it will come true: since "Sui is 'getting out,' you will certainly get out quickly." Mu Jiang sees the Yi differently.
Although she agrees with the Registrar that "Sui is 'getting out,' " she claims that this prognostication means that she will get out only if she already possesses the four virtues mentioned in its hexagram statement. Since she has none of them, she will not. She does not reject the divination; on the contrary, it is a clear indication to her that she will remain under house arrest for the rest of her life. And history proves her right.
I have no doubts that "Mu Jiang died in the Eastern Palace. Four slightly peculiar technical matters also cast doubt on her story. By itself, none of these is extraordinary, but the concatenation of all four is unusual. The first is the troubling phrase Gen zhi ba, "Gen's eight." No one today knows quite what this phrase means, and it appears in no later texts.+' Second, in contrast to other complex divinations (especially those that are disputed), the Registrar never explains hofl Gen zhi ba means "Sui." Third, the fact that M u Jiang cites the Sui hexagram statement is unusual in the Zuo, where, as we have seen, diviners almost always address line statements instead. It is, however, the norm in imperial times. Finally, the hexagrams Gen and Sui have only one line in common, the opposite to every other case we are examining here.
If M u Jiang never spoke as she is reported to have here, what
For an extended review of several unlikely explanations, see Liu Dajun, Zhouyi gailun (Ji'nan: QiLu shushe, 1986), pp. 127-33. The phrase appears nowhere else in the Zuo, though two of the three examples of Zhouyi divination in the Guoyu employ it (Sibu beiyao ed., 10.10a and 10.1 lb). In the present study I have deliberately omitted references to the Guoyu records of Zhouyi divination. They comprise a much smaller sample with a separate set of problems, and it is not at all evident how they relate to the Zuo records.
historical value can we give her text? Certainly, someone put this speech together to be a convincing moral document, and a convincing interpretation of the Zhouyi as well. At the very least, it shows how later scholars viewed the moral potential of the Yi. I will address this question below, when we examine in detail the reliability of the Zuo text as a record of Zhouyi use.
Case 6. NankuaiJs revolt-Zhao 12, 530 B. c.
Nankuai, a minister of the state of Lu, feels badly treated and plans a revolt against his lord.
Nankuai cast stalks about it and met with Kun's Bi f$;ik.tt-, which said, "Yellow skirt, primally auspici~us,"~' which he took to be greatly auspicious. He showed this to Zifu Huibo, saying "There is a matter I am about to undertake. How will it be?" Huibo said, "I have studied this. If it is a matter of loyalty and fidelity (zhongxin), then it is possible. If not, it will certainly be defeated. The outer strong, the inner mild-this is loyalty. Harmonious in order to lead forth the pure-this is fidelity.
"Thus it says, 'Yellow skirt, primally auspicious.' 'Yellow' is the color of the center. 'Skirt' is the ornament of the hferior [part of the body]. 'Primal' is the increase of goodness. If the center is not loyal, it will not obtain its color. If the inferior is not respectful, he will not obtain his ornament. If the matter is not good, it will not obtain its ultimate development.
"The outer and inner [respectively] leading and harmonizing-this is loyalty. Using fidelity to direct matters-this is respectfulness. Nourishing the three virtues-this is goodness. If it is not these three, then it doesn't match (dung t ) . 4 2 "Moreover, the Yi cannot be used to divine about [morally] dangerous things.
What matter will you undertake that is so ornamented? If the center is good, it can be 'yellow.' If the superior part is good, it is 'primal.' If the inferior part is good, then it is a 'skirt.' If the three are realized, you can cast stalks. If there is still some deficiency, although the stalkcasting says 'auspicious,' it is not."43 Nankuai, however, disregards Huibo's counsel and proceeds with his revolt. Within a year he is dead.
As a youth Zifu Huibo became convinced that heaven (tian) regularly rewards good and punishes H e was therefore tem-4' This is equally the text of the fifth line statement of hexagram no. 2 Kun in today's Yiing.
42 If these three virtues do not obtain, claims Huibo, then the prognosticat'm does not apply to or "match" the situation divined about after all. I will explain Huibo's reasoning below.
43 Legge 6371640; Takezoe, 22.46; Yang, 1337. porarily confused by a corrupt man whose wealth continuously increased. An elder, however, explained that heaven was merely setting up the fellow's downfall.45 Of course this view was born out, for so sure is heaven's moral calculus that one can indeed count upon it. By now Huibo's philosophical understanding has caught up with his intuitions, as his elegant and effective inversion of Nankuai's prognostication shows. It rests on four assumptions regarding the line statement "Yellow skirt, primally auspicious." First, that this statement divides into two sections, "yellow, skirt, primal" and I 6 auspicious"; second, that the former describes some situation and the latter constitutes a prognostication; third, that the relationship between the two sections is "if (situation) then (prognostication)"; and fourth, that the situation it .describes has an essential moral aspect. I would like to set out the stages through which Huibo develops these assumptions into an argument. The details of that argument are unimportant, but its structure will demonstrate the complex coherence of Huibo's world. This coherence is the basis for his overturning of Nankuai's interpretation of the same Zhouyi text.
Huibo The three terms of this final stage embody the "three virtues" of stage 3 (loyalty, respectfulness, goodness). But, cautions Huibo, "If it is not these three, it doesn't match (fudang BB)." In other words, if one lacks the three virtues, then one's situation does not match the prognostication, which cannot come true. We have encountered the term dang ("match") in Case 4, where Cui Wuzi attempts to deflect the widow's inauspiciousness from himself by declaring that "her previous husband matched it." In both these cases dang indicates the applicability of the prognostication to one party or another. Here Huibo has gone to great lengths to establish the conditions of this applicability. "If there is still some deficiency" in meeting these conditions, says Huibo, "although the stalkcasting says 'auspicious, ' it is not. "
We are now in a position to appreciate how Huibo inverts Nankuai's interpretation. Nankuai meets with the line statement "Yellow skirt, primally auspicious," which, says the Zuo, "he took to be greatly auspicious." Underlying this assumption is what Huibo would consider Nankuai's naive expectation, that the Yi would reveal the future to him-it would provide a simple message of "auspicious" or "inauspicious," or even bring about that which it had predicted, as if by magic. Nankuai, in other words, expects something with the logical structure of "You will get rich." Huibo, however, sees messages like "The rich get richer." Where Nankuai sees the Yi's messages as true, Huibo sees them as truths. As such they are also problems in deduction, because the truth must be applied to the specific circumstances under consideration.
Huibo's world is interrelated in such a complex manner that Nankuai's simple conception of divination is no longer adequate to it. For Huibo divination must take account of the fact that future events are determined essentially by present action, that the lines of their determination can be traced out, and that their nature is moral. The Yi cannot in any way supercede this reality, for example by proclaiming an immoral act "auspicious." Thus Huibo claims that "the Yi cannot be used to divine about [morally] dangerous things. ''
T o summarize his approach, we could say that the interpreter's first task is to determine the situation implied by the Zhouyi text. Once this is achieved-and Huibo's complex analysis shows that it requires expert skills-one must then examine whether one's particular circumstances LLmatch" that situation or not. If they do, the matter of "auspicious'' or "inauspicious" is obvious. In the present instance Nankuai's prognostication of "auspicious" means that a matter of loyalty and fidelity will have success. (Presumably the Yi's role is to tell us which of several morally proper alternatives is best-for example, withdrawal might be preferable to action, and so on.) Thus despite the general truth of every statement of the Yi, its value in prognostication depends on .the interpreter's analytical ability.
All six cases we have considered here stress the importance of determining the Yi's message and then applying it to the situation at hand. Rhetorical usage of the Yi depends on the same skills, but its two elements are reversed-first one examines the situation at hand and then determines which Yi text speaks to it. We turn now to an examination of that approach. This is a typical way of using the Shi to illustrate and so strengthen one's point. It also exhibits a becoming modesty-the Earl is unwilling to overstep his position in the feudal hierarchy and 46 Mao no. 235, stanza 6, line 4. marry into so great a state as Qi. But the example is also typical in that Hu interprets the line to suit his own needs, taking it to mean "he seeks too much fortune for himself." In its original context, however, the line seems to encourage fortune-seeking. In Karlgren's translation, the first half of the stanza reads:
Should you not think of your ancestors, and so cultivate their virtues? For ever be worthy of [Heaven's] appointment, and seek for yourself much felicity.48
We might be inclined to call Hu's reading a "distortion," but it raises no eyebrows in the Zuozhuan. Indeed, the Shi texts rarely seem to have carried their original context with them when pressed into rhetorical usage.
We also find the Shi quoted in moral arguments proposing the attack of an iniquitous enemy, defending the appropriateness of lenient punishment, opposing improper revenge, and so on.49 In 510 someone quotes both the Shi and the Yi to demonstrate that the rise and fall of the earth are as natural as the rise and fall of ruling houses.50 Rhetorical use of the Shi can also assist in another of the politician's roles-the ability to imagine the future from evidence at hand. In 510 someone in Wei asserts that an associate's impropitious behavior will "surely [result in] great calamity"; the substance of his argument is illustrated with a stanza from the Shi (Zhao 32, Legge 7391740). A comet was sighted in 516, provoking some to consider divination regarding its inauspiciousness; instead an official quotes the Shi to suggest that divination is unnecessary, since the ruler's indisputable virtue guarantees an auspicious future (Zhao 26, Legge 7151718). Finally, in 493 the troops of Jin perform crackmaking as they consider the appropriateness of ambushing the enemy (Ai 2, Legge 7971799). The turtle, however, merely scorched, rather than cracking, and thus could not be read. In- them, it will be i n a u~p i c i o u s . "~~ Holding to the matter and completing it without hindrance-this is "preserve." Rebelliousness is "does not." The scattering of the group is "weakness" [the quality of Kun, the upper trigram of both hexagrams]. A river obstructed is "marsh" [the quality of Dui, the lower trigram of L;in]. We have "regulations," but each taking them as he [would like]. Thus it says, "The regulations are not preserved."
Moreover, the regulations are dried up. They were overflowing, and they drained them. They are stopped up and out of order. Lin means "not doing it." Having a leader and not following him, what is more Lin than this? This is what it's saying.
If as a consequence we encounter [the enemy], we will certainly be defeated. Zhizi has set it up. Even if he escapes and returns home, there will certainly be a great fault.56
Nothing in the manner of interpretation alerts us to the fact that no stalkcasting was performed. As in the usual procedure, a problem is posed, a Zhouyi text produced, the text read in terms of trigrams and line statement, its interpretation applied to the current situation, and a prognostication made. Yet this is obviously different from normal divination. The following two cases will highlight that difference and allow us to distinguish more precisely between these two ways of using the Yi. Gu is the focus of this passage, not the Yi.Doctor He explains it in four ways. The first is etiological: it is a disease caused by sexual excess. The second is graph analysis: gu means "insects in a dish." The third comes from an observation of decay in the natural world. The fourth cites the Yi, not in reference to its texts, which are all auspicious, but through the associations of its component trigrams. Apparently the doctor has in mind two sets of associations that are also found in today's Shuogua: "younger man" and "older woman" are one, "mountain" and "wind" are the other. Here his analysis imputes "delude" and "blow down" to the two relationships. And, he concludes, "These are all [examples ofl the same thing." Thus the Yi functions as one of several resources to articulate the physician's diagnosis, just as in divination examples it has sometimes shared its mantic authority with the turtle.
Divination and a doctor's medical analysis are somewhat similar acts, and both English and Chinese have a way to capture the shading over from one to the other. In English it is in the two terms 6 L prognostication" and "prognosis." In Chinese it is the word zhen 3,used both for the interpretation of a dream (zhenmeng) and for medical diagnosis.
Case 10. The prevalence of dragons-Zhao 29, 513 B. c.
In the autumn of 513 B . G . a dragon was sighted outside the town of Jiang, leading two old friends into discussion. One, an eminent historian, remarks that these days "dragons are not captured alive." In previous times, however, men had such skill in dragonculture that intimate observations of dragon behavior were possible. As proof of this, he declares:
The Zhouyi has it in Q a n ' s Gou &EZG;, which says, "Hidden dragon, do not Here the Yi functions as a book of natural history. It is valued not for its knowledge of the future but for its knowledge of the past. Whereas Cases 1 through 9 depended in some measure on a figurative use of language, in this instance the Yi no longer points beyond itself: its dragons are merely dragons.
Returning to the question first posed in Case 7, we find that some clear distinctions can be made between divination and rhetorical usage of the Yi. In divination, one consults the Yi and applies its message to one's situation; in rhetorical usage, one begins by analyzing one's situation and then finds an appropriate text from the Yi. In divination, an Yi text is selected by a process of stalkcasting we would describe as mechanical and random. In rhetorical usage, the text is actively chosen by the interpreter. Whereas in both cases the Yi is used in a decision-making process, rhetorical usage is primarily a means to bolster the speaker's pre-existing argument. In divination, however, the Yi text determines the substance and direction of that argument in significant and unpredictable ways.
What difference do these differences make? Potentially much, as in this example. Or nearly none at all, as in Case 8. In that instance not only are traditional methods of interpretation maintained, the atmosphere also recalls Cases 1 through 3. There the distinctions between divination and rhetorical usage are nearly invisible. Indeed, if one knew the Yi very well, as the interpreter in Case 8 apparently does, one might claim that the text's magic causes Shi's Lin to come to mind by the same power that it causes the stalks to produce a h e~a g r a m .~' Rhetorical usage, however, offers the reader greater conscious control of the text. Perhaps for this reason, all nineteen citations of the Yi preserved from the Warring States period are rhetorical. Even Hsun Tzu is able to apply the Yi in this fashion, taking short 5g Legge 7291731; Takezoe, 26.25; Yang, 1500. For the line on "its Guai," I have followed Richard Kunst's reading (The Original Yijing, p. 241) . These texts are all in today's Yijing. 60 This was suggested to me by an amateur of the Yijing when I discussed this material at the University of Iowa in the fall of 1982.
phrases from it to advance arguments that have nothing to do with augury.61
ZHOUYI HERMENEUTICS
Nothing definite is known of the actual practice of Zhouyi divination prior to the Spring and Autumn. Scholars suppose that it was originally a royal prerogative, employing hereditary diviners, and fully integrated with the sacred traditions of the Zhou royal estate. It may therefore also have involved complicated invocations of or references to the ancestors, gods or ather forces, or been imbedded in the private ceremonials of the Zhou house. The silence of the Zuozhuan suggests, however, that by the Spring and Autumn such concerns were no longer significant. (Unfortunately we have no record of divination performed for the Zhou king.)
Fourteen accounts from the Zuozhuan allow us to piece together the broad outlines of Zhouyi divination practices at this time. The most complete of these accounts include the following elements: a topic is proposed, a diviner is consulted, the Zhouyi is addressed by casting stalks, stalkcasting indicates a line statement from the Yi, and an expert (who may or may not be the diviner) interprets the results. In two-thirds of the Zuo records most of these elements are present.
In only about half the Zuozhuan accounts does a professional diviner, or registrar (shi g),perform the divination. Crackmakers sometimes assume the stalkcasting role, as in Cases 1 and 2. Otherwise the diviners or interpreters are generally, as Sargent has shown, "political advisors and office-holders."62 These are amateurs who move freely between turtle and stalks; their primary function is still political analysis rather than divination. Thus while the stalkcaster once presumably held a distinct role in the Zhou hierarchy, by the Spring and Autumn his functions are routinely shared throughout the court. In Case 5 we even saw a woman interpreting the Yi. This is further indication of the distance of late Spring and Autumn readers from early Zhou models, and the liber- ty with which they appropriated the text. It also reminds us of the difficulty of using the Zuozhuan to reconstruct those earlier practices. There are four ways in which early and late techniques of interpretation differ. First, in all but one of the seven earliest examples, if a hexagram is cited, the interpreter also makes reference to the trigrams; only a third of the later examples use this method. (See the table in the Appendix for these and other statistics.) Second, none of the seven earliest accounts are rhetorical, whereas nearly half the later ones are. Apparently the Yi was becoming both more familiar and more secular, finding new applications like medicine and natural history outside its traditional compass. This indicates a spread of knowledge of the Yi from the Zhou house to educated people generally. Rhetorical usage testifies to this-it makes no sense to allude to a text (as in Case 7) if your listener cannot supply it mentally. Third, paralleling this, in the early Spring and Autumn registrars or crackmakers are involved in Zhouyi interpretation twice as often as anyone else. In the later period, a registrar is mentioned only once in ten cases, and crackmakers not at all.
Fourth, in the seven earliest examples of stalkcasting, the narrator never once mentions the name of the text that is being used. Since in this period divination still tended be the act of a specialist, it may have been taken for granted by the original seventh-century audience of these tales that the Zhouyi is the book in question. In the middle set of seven cases, if a text is mentioned it is always called the Zhouyi (four out of seven times); it is as if more people were becoming exposed to divination, some of whom needed to be told what text was being used. In the final eight cases, the text is with one exception always named, but as well as being called the Zhouyi it is also referred to as the Yi,63 or reference is made to the Yi~iang~~ or to an Y i g~a .~This suggests a greater familiarity with the text and the divorce from its Zhou origins.
These developments are significant not only in their own right, but also because they establish a pattern no Warring States or Han forger could have built into the Zuo. They are therefore strong evidence that-on the whole and from the perspective of interpretive method-the Zuozhuan records of the Yi are highly accurate and reliable. Of course this does not guarantee that any individual record is genuine. But if I am interpreting the fourth point correctly, the absence of the name "Zhouyi" in all the early accounts suggests that the original seventh-century stories were eventually incorporated into the Zuo with extraordinary devotion to detai1.'j6
Zuozhuan evidence suggests that the Yi text was stable throughout the Spring and Autumn. Sargent, following Wilhelm, proposes that the odd texts we saw in Cases 1 and 2 indicate that only after about 600 B.C. did a settled, written text exist.'j7 As I argued in Case 2, it makes better sense to consider these odd texts not as variants but as three-and four-word verses improvised on the spot, usually by crackmakers. Because the two genuine variants that the Zuo contains are only slight rearrangements of phrases,'j8 I would suggest that today's Yzjing hardly differs from the text used in the Spring and Autumn period as the Zhouyi.
We have seen that methods of Zhouyi interpretation in the early and late Spring and Autumn differ from each other in only a few points. In fact, most of the techniques described in the Zuo can also be seen in records from the imperial period. The use of the Yi, however, changed much more rapidly. In the early Spring and Autumn, Zhouyi divination was used to foresee the outcome of battles, marriages, sons and other difficult matters. By the end of the period the Yi was also used in medical prognosis, as a source of dragon-lore, in suasion, and to pass judgment on an ambitious minister, as well as in debates on morality. Such cases represent new relationships of reader to text, with the interpreter shaping not only the meaning of a single line statement, but in some instances the very structure through which any meaning could emerge.
Twentieth-century scholars have hoped to learn much more than this about specific Spring and Autumn techniques for interpreting ''j A. C. Graham has come tentatively to the same conclusion regarding the reliability of the Zuozhuan records of wuxing, or Five Phases. See his Yin-Yang and the Nature of Correlative Thinking (Singapore: The National University of Singapore, The Institute of East Asian Philosophies, 1986), p. 74n52.
'' Sargent, p. 7.
Xi 15, Legge 1651169. the Z h o~y i .~They have been largely unsuccessful. One difficulty is that diviners never explicitly discuss their methods. As well, fewer than ten accounts are long enough to provide substantial amounts of data. Most significantly, however, the Zuo records indicate that interpretation of the Yiwas a rather ad hoc affair; as we have seen, interpretive practices were multiple and often contradictory. This is epitomized by the disputes over interpretation from the late Spring and Autumn.
These inconsistencies have important consequences for the present study. Because of them, it makes little sense to postulate simple and regular methods of Zhouyi interpretation,. especially in the late Spring and Autumn. Insofar as this has been a goal of previous scholars, it has led them to overlook other aspects of the Zuo accounts. For however poor these accounts are in consistent method, they are rich in other kinds of historical data: they reveal the particular hazards and opportunities of interpreting a difficult text, the nature of the arguments between proponents of competing views of the Yi, and those moments when new ideas may successfully challenge traditional readings.
What is more, the true nature of Zhouyi divination is obscured by the impulse to rationalize it. Not only is the attempted resolution inconsistent with the evidence of how the text was actually being used, the attempt itself subtly misrepresents the role that the Yihas played in Chinese tradition. For the difficulties of the Yiare fundamental to its function, whether as a book of divination or of philosophy. Its force and wide application have derived in part from the unexpected possibilities of so simple a statement as "It is profitable to ford the big river." Thus it is important that the Spring and Autumn diviners did not succeed in ending the disputes over Zhouyi interpretation and so reduce the Yi to an unambiguous, closed field of meaning.
UNCERTAINTIES OF DIVINATION
People in the Spring and Autumn consulted the Zhouyi to help make decisions. Yet the divination process itself was fraught with 69 For a list of these works, see footnote 2 above.
uncertainties that must be understood in order to appreciate the Yi's role in addressing them. Here I will discuss four types of uncertainty that characterized Zhouyi divination throughout the Spring and Autumn period. These are (1) the uncertainty of divination as such, (2) the uncertainty of Zhouyi interpretation, (3) uncertainty arising from competing methods of divination, and (4) the possibility of subverting the divination process entirely.
First, every sort of divination, Chinese or other, is inherently uncertain inasmuch as it attempts knowledge of things removed from direct perception-generally, of the future. Spring and Autumn Chinese were well aware of this difficulty. In Case 3 we saw a diviner acknowledging his uncertainty with the phrases "Thus I said that it might be in a later generation," and "Thus I said that it might be in a different state." The converse of this is the recognition that if the matter is certain, there is no need to divine. Thus in 701, when Chu contemplates battle, someone suggests making cracks. Another replies: "Crackmaking is to decide about the doubtful. [This battle] is not doubtful. Why make cracks?"70 Divination is of course only one way to acquire knowledge of the future. More common but also uncertain alternatives are rational thought-analysis and inference-and non-rational thought-intuition or projection. Spring and Autumn Chinese made use of all these methods, in varying combinations, though they did not differentiate between them in the terms I have used here. For example, in Case 4 Cui Wuzi combines the analysis of his intended bride's past, projection of his own desires, and Zhouyi divination in an attempt to predict (or influence) the outcome of their union. Even with the more sophisticated thinking we saw in Cases 5 and 6, Zhouyi divination is not perceived to be in conflict with rationality. Neither does it occur in isolation from other human cognitive functions, nor supplant them. It rather attempts to supplement their inadequacy.
Because the first type of uncertainty is common to all forms of divination, we can consider it pre-textual as regards the Yi. The second form of uncertainty is specifically textual: the Yi is just difficult to interpret. Part of the problem is that it does not offer pro- 70 Huan 11, Legge 55/56. gnostications such as "On the next xinhai day you will capture five prisoners." Instead it may remark, "It is profitable to enfeoff a m a r q u i~, "~' or "One sees a band of dragons without heads. Au~picious."~Ĩf one is not in a position to enfeoff, or if dragons are only rarely encountered (as is asserted in Case lo), such statements require an explicit act of interpretation to be transformed into prognostications. In Cases 2 and 3 we saw the elaborated steps two diviners took in order to accomplish this.
Such a process is necessarily ungovernable by any set of explicit rules. Were this not the case, the Yi texts would be nothing more than a code, and interpretation merely the indexing of that code to situations in the world. This ungovernability makes the Yimore flexible and thus more powerful a divination tool. Yet at the same time it renders it vulnerable to disputation, as we saw in Cases 4, 5 and 6. In any event, this uncertainty of interpretation is necessary to the survival of the Zhouyi as a method of divination, given the more general uncertainty of divination discussed immediately above. For if the Yi did not offer legitimate opportunities for retrospective reinterpretation of its messages, it would soon be discredited.
While the first type of uncertainty is intrinsic to divination and the second intrinsic to Zhouyi interpretation, the third type concerns instead the Yi's competitors among the methods of augury available in the Spring and Autumn. We might thus call it "con-textual." The turtle is the most familiar and respected of these alternatives, but we should note that the Zuo also contains accounts of the Yi being used in combination with p a r~n o m e s i a ,~~ and graph analy~is'~ dream i n t e r p r e t a t i~n .~~ Other Spring and Autumn divination methods, such as the interpretation of astronomical and meteorological phenomena, no doubt were combined with the Yi at various times, though no records of these encounters survive.
The relationship of turtle and stalks can be complementary or antagonistic. In Case 1we saw a Duke of Lu employing first crackmaking, then stalkcasting, in an attempt to ascertain his son's future; here the two prognostications reinforce each other. Apparently both divinations were c.onducted by the same man, identified as "Crackmaker Chuqiu7s father." Thus, by the early Spring and Autumn, we see a single person practicing divination traditions that were distinct in origin, method and, presumably at one time, personnel. Inevitably, however, there were times when stalks and turtle disagreed. In such cases scholarly opinion has tended to hold crackmaking the more reliable.76 Indeed the Zuo contains the story of Duke Xian of Jin, who, finding the message of the Yi more congenial, disregards this procedure and loses his life because of it. Duke Xian's crackmaker had argued, in somewhat partisan fashion, "The stalks are short, the turtle is long (chang, 'successful' or 'powerful7) . It is better to follow the long."77
But in reality the relationship of stalks and turtle is much more complex. In a long note on this passage, Takezoe analyzes a halfdozen conflicting pre-Qin discussions of this relationship and concludes that "crackmaking and stalkcasting are in reality without long or short."" That is, in certain cases pre-Qin interpreters argued that one should follow the turtle, in others the stalks. Takezoe can discern no single principle or rule in these discussions that could be consistently applied to every case. There is then no clear dominance of turtle over stalks in the Spring and Autumn. Equally significant, neither do the conflicts that arise between the methods push interpreters to develop a comprehensive framework in reference to which such disputes could be resolved. The modern equivalent to this is a small-claims court, where the judge's decision does not set legal precedent. The conflicts are settled pragmatically, without implications for the future relationship of the two methods.
We can contrast this level of solution to a Warring States discussion found in the "Hong-fan" (Great plan) chapter of the Book of Documents. This attempts to resolve potential disagreements between the king, turtle, stalks, nobles and common people. among these five elements, including one in which the stalks oppose the proposed course of action while the turtle consents to it. In the latter case, following Karlgren, "in internal affairs it is auspicious, in external affairs [sc. outside the state] it is baleful. "" Such a need to derive formal, rationalized methods for integrating the two kinds of divination found no expression in the Spring and Autumn. Beyond these three uncertainties lies a more extreme reaction in which someone ignores, manipulates or simply rejects the prognostication of the Yi." Because these possibilities subvert any reading of the Yi, we could call them "extra-textual." They point to an uncertainty of the very ground on which divination rests. The story of King Ling of Chu, self-proclaimed candidate for the role of overlord, is an extreme case of this attitude. In 529 his empire crumbles. Deserted, he kills himself. The Zuozhuan reports:
Previously King Ling had made cracks, saying, "I would attain all under heaven." It was inauspicious. H e threw the turtle shell, railed at heaven and cried: "Such a tiny thing you will not serve me. I must take it my~elf."~'
In throwing the turtle shell and cursing heaven, King Ling rejects both divination and its foundation. All that remains to replace them is his own will and acumen.
We might expect such examples to be legion. After all, the Spring and Autumn Chinese are mightily contentious; in every divination situation the patron has considerable personal and political fortune at risk; and each of the three types of uncertainty provides the perfect invitation to legitimately challenge someone else's reading. Yet in fact there are remarkably few such instances. The reason seems to be the continuing authority of Zhou tradition and the Yi's position in its midst. Such disputes as do occur are thus doubly interesting. They are not merely disagreements over the interpretation of a text but are also challenges to some type of authority-the personal authority of the expert prognosticator, the authority of the Zhouyi institution, or even that of divination itself. Thus their presence and absence are both important indicators of the stability of current cultural practices.
'' "The Book of Documents," BMFEA (1950) Throughout the Zuo we see an author struggling to reconcile three potentially conflicting goals: to record events as they actually occurred, to create a narrative that will be convincing and attractive to the reader, and to give a didactic account that will reflect his convictions that the universe operates according to the principles of morality. In modern terms we could say that these represent every historian's concern with what happened, how it can be told, and what it means.
The Zuozhuan probably takes its name from a certain Zuo Qiuming E f i g or, more likely, Zuoqiu Ming. Though we know nothing about him, nor what connection he has with the Zuozhuan, there is scholarly consensus about certain features of the text. To begin with, the body of the Zuo is not a Han dynasty forgery, as Kang Youwei had insisted, though it may contain a number of interpolations. In refuting Kang's charge, Bernard Karlgren established an additional claim for the Zuo: its stylistic consistency. Through an examination of its use of grammatical auxiliaries ("particles"), he concluded that the Zuo possesses "a grammar of its own, a constellation of grammatical phenomena which is quite unique. . . ," which "no forger could have imagined and consistently carried through."" Thus it "was written either by a single person, or-if Chavannes' idea is right-by several men belonging to one and the same school and the same region. "' 3 From the work of Karlgren and others it is also generally assumed that the Zuo was put together out of existing traditions around the late fourth or early third century B.c. ' the Zuo's greatest commentator. Du's notes supply additional information on these matters of public record. But Blakeley has shown that in such cases Du derives information from the Zuo text itself for fewer than half his remarks. Thus Blakeley believes that a large body of material relating to Spring and Autumn history still circulated in the Han, when Du's outside sources were compiled. Because Du demonstrates extreme scruple in his treatment of historical data,85 his use of these Han sources is strong evidence of their reliability. From this we can surmise that the Zuozhuan records of names and offices are consistent with these Han documents, which thus offer an independent confirmation of the Zuo's historical accuracy.
Narrative concerns influence the Zuo in at least two ways. First, the author has taken various materials-the names and offices discussed above, for example-and turned them into a coherent account of the Spring and Autumn. As readers we rely on him to perform this service for us; nevertheless it is impossible for us as researchers to uncover the more raw version(~) that the author had at hand.86
The second way in which narrative demands shape the Zuo relates to the need for stories to be attractive. For all its didacticism, the Zuo's subject is "violent conflict-political, military, and personal," as David Johnson has noted.*' The story of Cui Wuzi, part of which we examined as Case 4, is an egcellent example. After marrying a widow despite strong counterindications, Cui grants her sons position and privilege that make his own sons jealous. In a complex intrigue, his sons kill their step-brothers, Cui's own sons are killed, and his wife hangs herself. When Cui arrives at his palace and views the devastation, he hangs himself as well. Truly it is as his 85 Blakeley considers Du's work "judicious, objective and therefore reliable" ("Tu Yii's Commentary," p. 210), and calls him "a sterling example of the best in Chinese exegetical scholarship" (p. 212). Ibid., p. 269.
nemesis Chen Wenzi had foretold. This story, I would claim, suggests a conflict between the author and his own narrative voice. The author intends Cui as an example of how moral retribution ever falls upon the perpetrator. The narrator, however, sets out Cui's destruction in such dramatic detail that his evil becomes fascinating, and thus attractive. The popularity of the Zuo throughout Chinese history has no doubt depended on the presence of both qualities. Yet the Zuo's author clearly wished to make positive morality more compelling than Cui's evil-and the Zuozhuan's later orthodoxy rests on a consensus that the didactic interpretation takes precedence over any other. This interpretation organizes the stories so that they reveal their truths; thus the account of a degraded man like Cui Wuzi can attain the status of History. Ronald Egan has described the author's historiographical principle: P u t in simplest terms, the abiding lesson of Tso chuan, a lesson that is illustrated by hundreds of its narratives, is that rulers who are wise a n d who are dedicated to their people's welfare prosper, while those who are evil o r foolish come to a bad end." But the world is not always like this, which from time to time has created difficulties for the author. To make history conform to his "underlying assumption that good and bad fortune are linked to conduct and are not random,"89 he must occasionally reconstruct crucial aspects of his narratives. He does not seem to have altered public matters such as office-holding, marriage, military victory or execution. But he was determined to address the moral stature of his actors, upon which, in his view, the result of their actions ultimately depends. Into the battlefield account of a dissolute but successful general, the author inserts an anecdote that displays the man's fun-damental cowardice, arguing silently that the final victory occurred despite rather than because of the general's leadership. Of that anecdote Egan remarks: "It is probably the author's creation, from beginning to end."g0 Such creativity violates the standards of most modern historiographies, But it is not in conflict with the author's evident intent to record the past accurately. Given his understanding of what history is and how it works, the victory of a corrupt general would be unbelievable, not to say inconceivable. I think we can fairly say that from the author's point of view, letting the record show someone at once evil and successful would have been an even greater offense against reality, which, after all, is moral.
Efects on the Zhouyi records
In light of these three loyalties, the usefulness of the Zuozhuan accounts depends very much on the questions we ask of them. On the one hand we have seen good reasons to trust their public aspect. Hsu Cho-yun has relied considerably on this kind of evidence to differentiate period and place within the Spring and A~t u m n .~' Barry Blakeley has demonstrated in his comparison of the political systems of several major states that the Zuo can sustain even finer local distinction^.^^ O n the other hand, as Egan's work has shown, anecdotes whose primary purpose is to illustrate character or make didactic points are open to doubt. Thus we need to be suspicious of stories that conform too well to the author's moral expectations, such as the "confession" of Lady Mu Jiang.
The reliability of technical matters of Zhouyi divination is also attested by a variety of evidence. First of all, as we saw earlier, the Zuozhuan records demonstrate patterns that no forger could create. In particular, details in the divination accounts support a convincing division into early and late periods. I suspect as well that some of the divination stories, especially the prophecies on the ruling houses of Lu and Chen (Cases 1 and 3 the Zuo audience, who might be expected to recognize both the prognostication and, perhaps, the terms of its interpretation. These, then, would not be subject to significant tampering. Finally, independent corroboration of the divination records comes from a text buried in 296 B.c., excavated in A.D. 281 with the Zhushu jinian /~f & tZB, and subsequently lost.93 Du Yu says of it:
As well there is another text in onejuan. It exclusively collects and annotates the crackmaking and stalkcasting matters of the Zuozhuan. From start to finish, in regard to the meaning ( i )of the texts, it is completely the same as the Zuo~huan.~* This text was buried about the same time that scholars believe the Zuozhuan was composed. Du's evaluation of it therefore suggests that the Zuo material was wholly consistent with fourth-and thirdcentury views of what the Y i had been in the Spring and Autumn period.
In many ways the Zuozhuan is a remarkably precise record of the Yi. Even its conversations, so subject to our suspicion, create a Cui Wuzi who is bad in very specific ways. Yet, after all, the Zuo is a work of history-a thorough mixture of fact, narration, didacticism, entertainment, etc. Thus, at the very least, we have a superb Warring States understanding of how the Y i "must have been." Mu Jiang's queer speech fits in here too: even if she never spoke those words, the account still shows us how influential people imagined the role of the Zhouyi in the transition from Spring and Autumn to Warring States morality.
POLITICS, MORALITY AND FATE
Interpretation of the Yi is extremely sensitive to forces in its social environment. To conclude I will examine four ways in which conceptions of politics, morality and fate interacted with Zhouyi divination. The role each element assumes differs in each scenario, not merely by whim of the individual interpreter, but'also reflecting the social forces of its times.
The early Spring and Autumn continued to be shaped by the Zhou world-view even as the political basis for its assumptions were 93 See Qu Wanli, XianQin HanWei Yili shuping, p. 66. increasingly eroded. In this world, politics, ritual propriety (li), and fate all derive their force and nature from tian, or heaven. These categories are so thoroughly integrated that politics and ritual propriety are nearly coterminous. Using the Yi in divination is thus presumably a ritual invocation of the same supra-human powers that are used to sanction current social values. In such a world it is nonsense to divine about something that is ritually incorrect.
This world looks extraordinarily restricted and naive from the perspective of someone like King Ling of Chu, who threw the turtle shell and cursed heaven when it would not grant him the overlordship. To King Ling, everything is politics, but politics is reducible to gain and loss. Morality, fate and texts have importance only in reference to that single value. King Ling's crackmaking seeks to turn others' belief systems to his own advantage, impressing the gullible with an auspicious divination. In the same way, Cui Wuzi of Case 4 believes that the Zhouyi might lend a certain lustre of legitimacy to his impending marriage. In neither case is divination used "to resolve doubts. "95 In a similar example from the year 491, the Viscount of the Man tribe takes refuge from the Chu armies with an official of Jin. The Jin official calls the Rong tribe together, ostensibly to set aside land to give to the Viscount of the Man to build a walled city. He was also to make cracks about it. When the Viscount of the Man was listening to the crackmaking, [the Jin official] seized him and his five chief officers and handed them over to the Chu army at S a n h~. '~ In this instance divination is used only because someone else might take it seriously and thus endanger himself. It is silly, these accounts seem to argue, to place faith in any power beyond human ken. Nonetheless it is still possible to know the future. Indeed, King Ling might claim that he is successful because he can accurately imagine what people may do next. Thus, when he learns of the death of his sons, he is made to remark: "I have killed the sons of many others. How could it not come to this?!"97 Surely this is the Zuo author preaching moral retribution by putting words in the king's mouth. 95 As divination is defined in Huan 11, Legge 55156. But we might reinterpret such words from the king's own point of view to mean, "What I have done to others, others will necessarily want to do to me." For the king and the Zuo author would surely agree that it is men who make their own history.
To moralists like Huibo and the Zuo author, the king has an extremely shallow understanding of the world. (It is therefore also extremely dangerous.) Just as the king subsumes everything to loss and gain, in Huibo's world morality is the only determinant of fate. Political acts produce results based simply upon their moral status. Wise men can make predictions because of their knowledge of morality. The Yi, we may presume, is an aid for those whose moral education is still somewhat defective. Thus the practice of politics and the Yi text are both integrated within a moral calculus, recalling their integration in the early Spring and Autumn. But then one's only moral choice had been to follow or reject a role-specific propriety. Now moral choices are overwhelming, as ancient proprieties and hierarchies are increasingly ridiculed and cast aside.
Cases 9 and 10 present a fourth view, at least as far as the Yi is concerned. Here the Yi's authority derives not from the access it provides to uncanny cosmic forces, but from its being a repository of the human cultural tradition. As such, it explains things such as the disease gu or the erstwhile prevalence of dragons. It does not compel anyone to action, nor does it seem to take any necessary stance on morality or politics.
Cases 4 through 10 show how bold users of the Zhouyi transform that text to meet their current needs. If we consider this evolution from the perspective of the Warring States and Han, its most important aspect is the development of the Yi into a text capable of attracting philosophical discourse. Even troublemakers like Cui Wuzi contribute to this evolution by posing issues that Chen Wenzi and his ilk are forced to address. The Ten Wings are of course the first great fruit of that transformation, and the creation of an YiJing in 136 B.C. its most famous political moment. We can see as well a foreshadowing of later discussions in the tension between two possible sources of the Yi's authority: its special access to cosmic forces and its part in the manmade cultural tradition.
By its very complexity, the use of the Yi shows us specific ways in which Spring and Autumn society is complex. Using the Yi in divination requires the engagement of a difficult text, a skilled diviner, and resourceful interpreters; it invokes hidden political motives, bends to social pressures, and is liable to various kinds of disruption. The instability of the Yi makes it especially vulnerable to these forces. This vulnerability in turn enhances the text's usefulness as a historical object of study. 
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